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SSS ~=/mportant to Dairy Farmers, Dairymen, 
Sierra ReaRNaIGT aI J ; : a MR A A OAV NG Ee A | Cheese Factory & Creamery Proprietors. 

a ee 
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ee eT, iB) ALBERT STREET (Corner of Durhem Street), — ee al : 

| \ aa Te Begs to intimate to the above that he has itiported the most improved 
@ by © i . io plant for the manufacture of all the requirements for the above. Having 
P \ I ' Be nee had a long experience in this business, I am prepared to supply these 

fi 4 va sS f in goods with all the most recent improvements; and, being a direct 

f) i \ 5 fl a importer, can supply same at very low prices. 

a ee The following are a few of the specialties manufactured by me :— 
ee eS ——= Cheese Factory Vats, Factory Cans, Railway Milk Cans, Creamery Vats, 

Cheese Hoops, Dairymen’s Milk Cans and Measures, Cream Cans, Milk Dishes, Strainers, Refrigerators, Butter 
Tins, Honey Tins, Honey Extractors. and every description of Tin, Iron, and Copper Work. 

Best value in Jam Tins, Honey Tins, Butter Tins, ete. 

‘ ; ALEX. HARVEY, Albert Street (corner of Durham Street). : 
PO, Box 386, _ ey ; AA  Relephone'285. 

Mi fact , Dealers, and I sof all-kinds of Apiari: Appli S511 AIMUMITALIAN QUEENS. “Honey. Tinned, Labelled, Packed, and Sold on Commission ieee circulaee ees 
Estimates furnished of cost of fitting out any sized Apiary, and their laying out undertaken. ee 
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' a eee ae 1 | i i \ are the best yet introduced. Our | a ‘ I \ New Extractors are a great im- i I 
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i i | \ much cheaper. | 

Dy \ Send for the coming season's i ao | 
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YA TES’ RELIABLE EEDS “ s 

CHOICE SEEDS FOR THE GARDEN AND FARM. 

V_GETABLE SEEDS, 6d per packet *SWEDE, YATES’ CHAMPION PURPLETOP *SWEDE, YATES' SELECT GREENTOP 
FLOWER SEEDS (ordinary), 3d per packet *YELLOW ABERDEEN GREENTOP *YELLOW ABERDEEN PURPLETOP 

* The best strains incultivation,. Prices on application, 

!RED CLOVER (English and American) {COW GRASS (English and American) {WHITE FINEST (Dutch) +ALSYKE AND TIMOTHY 
+ New seeds now coming tohand. Cash prices and samples on application. 

YATES’ Reliable Vegetable Seeds ey be procured from local agents in every township in the colony. 
Novrr.—/ guarantee none genuine unless in sealed packets bearing my name and address. 

ARTHUR YATES, Seedsman, Auckland, N.Z., 287 Sussex Street, Sydney, 
AND AT MANCHESTER, ENGLAND. 

THE KAURI TIMBER COMPANY, LIMITED. 

TIMBER. —Weather Boarding (rusticated and feather-edged), Rough and Dressed Flooring, Lining and Scantling. 

Manufacturers of every description of Joiners’ Work, Doors, Sashes, Mouldings, Turnery, Carving, &c. 

SPECIALTIES.—Seed Protectors, Hand Lights, Vineries (glazed on the new patent principle, without putty), and ; 
all kinds of Horticultural Implements, Hives, and Apiarian Appliances. 

BRICKWORKS at New Lynn Railway Station. Available for the supply of orders to any station on the Waikato, 
Kaipara, and Onehunga Lines. 

All Classes of Building Materials supplied with despatch and delivered into railway trekus. 

Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists free on application. Liberal discounts to cash purchasers. 

MILLS.—EAST COAST, WHANGAPOUA. 

WEST COAST, PORT ALBERT, KAIPARA. 

HEAD OFFICE, MILLS AND FACTORY, CUSTOMS STREET, AUCKLAND. 

FRANK JAGGER, Manager. 

THE ITALIAN BEE Bacnatt Bros. & Co. 
| 

COMPANY. | 

— | MANUFACTURERS OF HIVES, 

BEE FARM AT PARRAMATTA, 3 | AND ALL OTHER 

In charge of W. ABRAM. / 

| APLIARIAN APPLIANOZES, 

OFFICE, 312 GEORGE STREET, SYDNEY, | 
\ vi 

S. MACDONNELL, Secretary. TIMBER MERCH AN TS 

setae | 

Mr W. Abram, Manager of this Company, served his time H A U R A K I Ss A WwW M | le Ls iS} 

under the late Dathe, the ce’ebrated German naturalist, and, | 

till his death lately, the greatest living authority on bee | 

culture. TURUA, THAMES, NEW ZEALAND, 

Before leaving his mother country, Mr Abram secured a 

number of splendid Italian Queens, which took prizes at | 

various Exhibitions in Europe. In addition, the Company, | 
through Messrs Newman, of Chicago (publishers of the Sa 
American Bee Journal’, had several colonies of specially- 

lected Italian Bees sent fi Al ica. | . 4 
Paes Mie oo Ree a | Price Lists sent FREE on application. 

Under the skilled care of Mr Abram, the Company has | 

established the finest strains of Italians. No hybrids nor | 

black bees are kept. All queens are carefully tested in every | —— 

case for their worker progeny, and when time allows, for 

their queen progeny. 

tion 1. MEDIAN ga ir Gucreiry as abaeee SS oh PEE N.Be—A few Foundation Ma thines on hand.
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The Australasian Bee Journal. Cditorial. 
FOS LISD: MONTHLY. SEASONABLE OPERATIONS FOR DECEMBER. 

I, HOPKINS a “an Epiror anv PROPRIETOR. Sane 
UNFORTUNATELY we cannot congratulate ourselves on the 

continuance of the fine bee weather we had up to about 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS: five weeks ago. Since last writing most wretched 

Per Aunum-Gnadyance);... .. |... 6 weather from a beekeeper’s point of view has prevailed 

Post Free on day of Publication. throughout New Zeaiand, throwing the bees and apiary 
work back along way. Here in the Auckland district 

scarcely a drop of nectar has been gathered during the 

‘All correspondence for publication and business communi. Past month, and the bees have had to fall back on what 

cations to be addressed to the Editor, P.O., 386, Auckland, {00d they had in store to feed themselves and the brood. 
New Zealand: In many cases thera was very little to fall back upon, as 

the grand weather during August and September induced 

brood rearing to so great an extent that the stored food 
supply had not increased very materially. Weak 

Contents. colonies have suffered severely, and where food was not 
Ch given many of them have died'out, | Drones have: been 

EDITORIAL— killed the same as though the winter months were ap- 
* < roaching, and laryz have been dragged from their cells. 

Seasonable! Operations for December. 88 E our own case we have had to feed about 2cwt. of 
Dissolution of Partnership... =. ... 84 syrup. Some little time previous to the bad weather 
Bogus Honey in Melbourne g5 setting in we had broken up several colonies to form 

e eee > nuclei for queen rearing; these nucleus colonies were 
New Zealand Beekeepers’ Association... +. 86 unable to obtain a living and had to be fed the whole of 
Ventilation of Hives. By T. J. Mulvany ... 86 the time the bad weather ented ae same with earn 

* . swarms that issued early in October. ueen rearing has 
ae eee By eesvalp Dearg Erin ay + 88 been thrown back considerably ; queen cells were torn 
Victorian Experiences. By Charles Fullwood... 89 down in colonies preparing for ene and many 
Bee Gossip. By O. Poole... B _.. 90 young queens were lost while on their ‘‘ wedding flight.” 
Baslowical Not B y Speaking of young queens, we have noticed a remark- 
ological Notes. By G. A.Green ... +. 92 able result of the bad weather upon some reared this 

Loss of Young Queens at Mating Time ... 93 season. Some that were impregnated before the bad 
f B th did nt tol til nearl: . . *, s weather came on dl a commence jay un il nearly 

rao De Sp Onan es es 9 98 four weeks after, while under ordinary circumstances 
CORRESPONDENCE— they would have been laying in one weeks oP hie 

» occasions we set eggs for queen cells, and instead of the 
Noa om Hawes Bay! Se + 94 bees building twenty or more each time as they usually 
Cruel Punishment for Destroying’ Bees .. 94 do, three was the most they constructed, and as the rest 
Books and Catalogues Received 94 of the eggs (some hundreds) disappeared, the bees must 

* He have eaten them, we suppose. While writing there 
S—————————————————__ scorns a prospect of cettled fine weather, and should at 

last the bees will scon be able Ho pull up for some of the 
¥ lost time, though the loss of a month in spring is a 

LOLOMER AEE EMNDS: serious matter. 
eer SwaRMine, 

; Eis ‘ With a week or two of fine weather the bees will be 
iG ae Reaper remind those of our old strongly disposed to swarm after being kept back so 

Subscribers who have not paid their subscriptions long, so that howe who are ensioie to obtain surplus 
- i . ‘ honey instead of swarms should see that the top boxes for the wee ent year ide they are now due, and we are put on in good time, following, in this respect, the 

shall be obliged by their remitting the same. Should insiuetions given Lt peony No doubt Sirectly the 
ss s i weather becomes settled there will be a strong flow of 

there be any who do not wish the Journal renewed, honey set in, when careful attention should be paid to 

we shall be glad if they will drop us a line to that the matter of providing the bees with plenty of workin, 
es ‘i roo! If the surplus boxes are all ta to get too f I f ass m, allow w 

effect. Half-yearly subscriptions taken. the bees will swarm just at the time we require the full
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working force of each colony. During a good honey flow ‘DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP. 
is the time: everything that can be done to prevent - yes 3 
swarming should be done. rk ae x oe a 4 

ie ; xs eal eee ae AN advertisement. notifying the dissolution of - 
‘We frequently hear comiplaints, especially from ane 3 . or. ae ; 

beginners, about the number of drones reared in their _ partnership between ourselves and Messrs. Hayr 
hives, In all cases we have found it to be the result of and Co. recently appeared in the Auckland papers, 
the niggardly use of comb foundation. Perhaps but a_ aie h i le ad : “ 2 ae 
half or a third of a sheet, and in some cases only a strip, My ich we have had embodied in’ the foltowing- 
is used instead of a full sheet. Now there cannot ~ circular for distribution among our customers and | 
possibly. be a greater mistake in beekeeping than to be so fiends ‘< 
sparing over the use of foundation. It is false economy . A en aK : 

which ends ina’ big loss. The comb foundation is Selah . ae i Spe aet 
purposely impressed with the bases of the cells of such a ISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP. 
size as to give us, we may say, complete control over 7 oaey. = 
the breeding of drones, but if we only use a portion of a 5 

what we should do, and allow the becs to construct a eran * 7 vate - pee 

large proportion of the entire combs (they are bound. to The Par baer ID hither to aeae between e Boa ; 

build a great deal of drone comb), we deprive ourselves and Hayr & Co., trading as “‘ Hopkins, Hayr & Co.,” 

of one of the greatest factors to success, Weare not Apiarian Supply Dealers and Honey Merchants, has this g I ipPy 
speaking in the interests of those who make or sell day been Dissolved by mutual consent ; and I. Hopkins, 
foundation, but giving facts which will be admitted by ja ving bought the interest of Hayr & Co. in the late 
every. experienced beekeeper. The saving of time to the = See nuariae a 7 

bees, and the advantage of keeping down the breeding of _ firm, will discharge all liabilities and receive all accounts 

drones by using full sheets of worker foundation, would due to the firm. ¥ : 

more than pay the difference in cost between strips and I. HOPKINS. 

sheets many times over. We must also impress upon = HAYR & CO. 

those who raise section honey, the necessity of using full November 12th, 1888 
sheets of foundation in thé section boxes. It is distressing . wey H 
to'see the unsightly comb honey that often finds its way oa af 
into the ;markets, Sections about three, parts filled, 
weighing three-quarters of a pound, instead of a full _ es 

pound, with pop holes down each’ side and along the P.O. Box 386, 
bottom. ‘This is again'the result of using strips instead 
of full sheets. A pound of thin foundation will fill about L 

70 sections—about a halfpenny per sheet— yet, in saving Auckland, PE ec SS 
a farthing’s worth of foundation to each section, they ‘ 

lose at least2s. per dozen when they market them. : : 

gee Surrius’ Honey. Mis ; —— : 

We would strongly advise all beekeepers who can raise 
honey that will extract to do so in preference to raising Dear Sir, 
comb honey,:more particularly honey for market. In the 7, i ne 

first place, extracted honey. is much the cheapest to raise While thanking you for past . 

as.there is no destruction of combs, In the next place, favours, I beg to state that I have- bought, the ‘ 

nearly or quite double the quantity of extracted com- SS a ee ind ; 3 yen. 

pared with comb honey, can be secured with less risk of Stoch-in-Trade of the late firm, and am therefore 

swarming ; and in oe third placey which is pethaps.the ia: a position to execute all orders entrusted to my 
most important ofall, it-can be kept-any length of time no Hath. A ; 

without deteriorating and can be transported any ~ C0" @& heretofore. The business of the late firm 
distancex,with very little risk. - It is also more saleable. faving been directly under my control, I am 
There are districts where it is almost impossible to raise iD 1 tah Hi eg Lat cad if OF th j 

extracted honey owing to the flora yielding a very thick acquainted with the particular requirements of the 

nectar which cannot be thrown from the combs atter various customers, and will do my utniost to give 
being stored. . Much of the native flora of New Zealand Be cot gas 
yields nectar of this:kind, and in such cases the beckeeper satisfaction. q 

is compelled to raise comb honey. Nectar from the same ys fae oN age ani are - 

flora differs greatly, in different seasons, but as arule, Trusting to receive your favours m the future, 
there is some part of each season when honey will extract, T am. 
even. in, the, worst districts, if taken in time. : fy 

E Preparing Honey ror MARKET. Yours respectfully, 

Extracted honey should be allowed plenty of time to ah 

get thoroughly ripened after it is taken from the combs, I. HOPKINS, 

and before it is put into close vessels for market. If put ; Ty Jue 
up too hastily, before the surplus water in it has Address-—I. Hopkins & Co. 

evaporated, it is sure to ferment, wheu of course it is P.O. Bow 886; Auckland. Ps > 
valuéless in the market. {f to be sent to market in bulk Fe 

to’ be tinned, then casks holding about 400 lbs are the ——= : 

cheapest kind of vessels, or if but a small quantity 60 1b z a a 
tits are handy and cheap, and make a very good package We need scarcely state that the Jowrnal will go 

when two are packed in a case. on as before, and though we feel deeply grateful 
Sections should not be taken from the hives until the i s f 2 idisay 

combs are completely sealed. They should then be freed for the assistance given by many of our old sub- 
from all propolis, and be stored for a few daysina warm — gerjbers since we appealed to them, we do hope 
aify room’ before being packed in crates for market. : a ; 
When packing them care should be taken that the that every one who can lend a helping hand by 

sections cannot move in the ‘boxes or they will get securing a new subscriber will do so. We intend 
damaged, and one broken comb would be enough to spoil . os 

a whole crateful, A large label, plainly stating the to considerably enlarge the Journal as soon as it is 

nature of the contents, should be pasted-on each crate. as 4 Vv that our readers in assisting 

The main sowing of buckwheat should take place paying Te a ays ap as 2 : 
this month. : us will be helping themselves. . |
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- BOGUS HONEY IN MELBOURNE. tains the more it-is calculated to remain limpid; 
: , as and there is ground for this belief, because granula- 

Ovk readers will remember that we gave an account _ #10 is caused by crystallisation of the other sugars 
z . that fill up the percentage. Hence the practice of 

of the prosecution of a Melbourne tradesman for adding a little glucose t6 ensure the preservation of 
selling adulterated honey, but as*he had sold it in clearness. I have a sample So prepared nearly two 
the original package in which he purchased it, and ~ years'ago, which is as clear as at first, even in the 

had not offered’any for sale’after being warned, the Present cold weather: It appears that ithe public 
_ Magistrate considered that little orno blame attached 20° See eee ran, vas : probably prefer the other. : ) 
stovhim, and eee the case. It appears’ that (Signed) SypNrey Gippons. 
this so-called : Honey gathered from Orange Blos- Melbourne, oth July, 1888.» : 

soms in the Mountains of Los Angelos ""—for a 1 "To the Red Cross Preserving Company, South Yarra. 
was sone on Hag label—was pane? ue emece FURTHER REPORT. 
by the “ Red Cross Preserving Company ” of South Dear Sir,—In reply to your inquiry I have the 
Yarrow, Victoria. Now, it is just possible, but not pleasure to quote the following analysis of honey :— 
very probable, that this company may not have Glucose in honey per cent. —1, taken from the 
known that they were importing spurious honey. SOP R72 ABs , fe aeaes 68152 ae nee 
All the same, they were as culpable for vending it bgremiar tate faithfaligad OT ine ae 
as pure honey as though they had put.it wp them- '. (Signed) Sypnry GrpBons. 
selves. It was certainly the duty of the company to A pure : 4 
‘now what they were importing and.selling as pure Of what value is the so-called pepe of Mr 
honey ; if they did not know they were to blame for Sydney Gibbons so far'as the honey (?) ala by 
their remisness and richly deserve any loss that may Ward, Smith and Felstead is concerned? None 
be incurred through their neglect. The company whatever. Not a word is said about its constituent 

are.also deserving of censure for trying to make'the Parts. It is easy to guess the reason, when on 
public believe. that the adulteration,of honey with official analysis showed that it contained ia 
glucose is a necessity. The same old stereotyped Cent. of glucose, cane sugar syrup, lime, and other 
excuse was given in this case as has been made by ingredients.” To lead the public on the wrong scent 

every one, when found out, viz., “that the glucose 4 great dealis made of the fact that pure honey 
was added to prevent the honey. from granulating.) Contains a large petcentage of glucose, but ‘Mr 
It was not for extra gain, oh dear no! but yet, Sydney Gibbons is very careful to suppress the fact 
when we know that glucose. can be purchased.in that it is not the ordinary glucose of commérce! 
America for less than half the price of, honey, we Levulose. and ‘dextrose, ‘which'form the great bulk 

beekeepers are so uncharitable as to believe tha: it ! pure honey, are two forms of glucose, but quite 
is done for gain, and for gain only... distinct, from, ordinary glucose, which is starch 

' Our friend Mr Kendall, who, as oursreaders are Converted into sugar by the aid of sulphuric acid at 

aware, when warmed to the-point,.can make a % high temperature. We explained the’ whole 
vigorous attack, with the true instincts of a genuine ™atter in detail in a ‘letter ‘published ‘in the Mel: beekeeper “went for” the adulterated honey in the )ourne, Herald, which, Mr Kendall said, “quashed 
Melbourne Hera/d, which brought forth the fol- all the other side had put forward.” we oan 
lowing reply from the importers :— - Though, apparently, no one hasbeen punished. 

z = for vending the fraudulent honey, ‘the publicity 
GLUCOSE IN HONEY. given’to the matter has done the legitimate honey 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE HERALD. producers no end of good, and if a strict watch is 
Six,—Referring to’ Mr Kendall’s letter in your kept on future importations importers will not find 

issue of 13th inst., he doubts that pure honey con- it worth their while to send to America for glucose 
tains 66 to 74 per cent, of glucose. We will only honey, especially when the pure article can’ be: 
say that it was from a report of Mr Sydney Gibbons 9btained in almost. any quantity in one or other of 
that we quoted. If Mr Kendall, had only read our the Australasian Colonies. 
“ae carefully he would have seen that we ae ae 
said the best ‘honey contained that quantity—there phy Oe ; ae AS, $ 
are other varieties: containing ee We ‘vill not ERICA ARBOREA eo SHELTER AND BEE 
occupy your space in going over the garbled state- ' OO 
ment of Mr Kendall, and will now close by attaching _ 5 errs u : 
Mr Sydney: Gibbons’s report, which will show that Tis isa most usetul plant for the apiary. Grown'as a> 

Mr Kendall must really have a bee in his bonnet.—'- » dge it affords good shelter for hives, and belonging to 
Yours, ete.; Warp, Smiru, Frersreap. the heath family is. sufficient to recommend it as a bee 

2 (enya : > » plant . : ‘. £ ‘ : 

HONEY. en i We have made arrangements by which We can supply , 

I have had under examination samples. of honey. /@T8® plants, well balled, at 6s. per doz, or 35+. per 100. ; 
from the “Red . Cross”. Preserving, Company. Smaller Plants 2b: per, 100, with ay 6d. added oi 
Natural honey contains from 06 to 74.per cent. of . Packing. case. i f eniniet 
glucose, the famous Narbonne variety having the If planted four feet apart «close and ornamental hedges 
most. It is thought that the more glucose it con- will be obtained which will bear trimming to any extent,
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NEW ZEALAND BEEKEEPERS’ communicate with the Registrar-General and ascer- 
ASSOCIATION. tain whether he would agree to the suggestion. 

The following letter from the Secretary of the 
: - Horticultural Society, i 

Tue regular monthly meeting of the Committee puljrel Soorahys reply fol Se eer Dy he y g M Association, was then read :— 
was held at the office of the Secretary on Friday, Th : : 
November 22nd, at 2.30 p.m., Mr. G. L. Peacocke Bera eocerel Srolaty of Aunband se 
in the chair. The minutes of the former meeting Mr. I. Hopkins, ‘ ‘ 
having been read and confirmed, the Chairman read Hon, Sec. N.Z. Beekeepers’ Association, 

the following report from the Sub-Committee :— Lower Queen Street. 
f - Srr,—In answer to your letter of the 3rd inst., I am 

GeNTLEMEN,—Your sub-committee appointed at the , 2 . * eH] nach 
last meeting to interview the manager of the Steamship instructed to anon eon thab ithe: Society: will pea 
Companies and railway authorities re reduction of fares thea ig ae WSs Bee pepeinbin pe cone hen 
to beekeepers travelling to and fro to attend the pro- ee BE Se APEnSeS 20 CODEC DION Heres ett cee 
posed Convention in March next, have the honour to seree: Torepasieti 
report that they waited on Messrs Henderson and Ran- ee ob di 
som, Managers of the Union and Northern Steamship bs ow. rae ee 
Companies, and Mr. C. Hudson of the Railway Depart- Address: City Maret ie OBBORN Ep BeCueraeye 
ment. They were met in a very liberal spirit by each TR baa Rec etre 
menbleraa. pune ies fers et ona oe ip issue As the Committee did not know what was meant 
return tickets ab sngle lares to bona-fide beekee) ers, 5 ry i i 

while the latter viewed the matter in a very favourable ae all Sane ES considered advisable that 
light, and promised to lay it before the head of his % “eputation from the Association should wait upon 
department, and use his influence in the desired direction. the Committee of the Horticultural Society at their 

F, Lawry, next meeting and ascertain, and the President and 
Chairman. Secretary were appointed a deputation. 

The Committee expressed their satisfaction at The Secretary stated that several beekeepers 

the very handsome manner in which the Associa- communicating with him privately hoped thatithere 
tion had been treated by the manager of the Steam would be a es Bee and show, and Mr, Brickell, 
Shipping Companies, and instructed the Secretary of Dumadm, | bad very (landly ofeved) tovasiisi 
to forward the thanks of the Association to these making up the pigs fund. It was believed with 
gentlemen for their liberality. The Committee the cheap travelling fares and an attractive pro- 

anticipated the same liberal concession from the 8t@mmie for the convention, that a good number of 
railway department, our progressive beekeepers would be induced to 

The Secretary reported that he had written to ™eet together in Auckland in March next. The 
the Registrar-General 7 having a honey end, bee | plo amme for the convention, it was suggested, 

column inserted in the Agricultural Statistics should be put in form at the next meeting, and 
papers, and had received the following reply :—— the Secretary offered to draw up a rough draft of 

i one which could be submitted to the Committee. 
Registrar General’s Office, The Rev. Father Maddan suggested that the 

= Bae a eee eee ob ae discussion on marketing honey should be postponed 
1x,—I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter 7 ° : 

of the 3rd inst. requesting that annual returns of honey till the next meeting, which yes agreed to. 
and beeswax raised in the colony may be published in the A vote of thanks to the chairman concluded the 
Agricultural Statistics. meeting. 
F qh ay I have to state that I fear this could not be Fe 
lone without largely increasing the cost of taking the i 

Agricultural Statistics, as bees are kept on small holdings VENTILATION OF HIVES. 

of less than an acre, and on holdings where there is no setae Pes es ge 
agriculture—some of the holdings in towns. This would 
necessitate the collectors making so large an additional By T. J. Munvayy. 
number of visits, for until almost every house had been  ,,, ‘ ; 
visited they could not tell who does and who doesnot THE articles and correspondence which have 
keep bees, that the cost of collection would be dispro- appeared in this u i it 

portionately enhanced. I do not think, therefore, that PR . int Hey ave E apeyg uae 
the request can be complied with. and hitherto rather neglected branch of scientific api- 

I have the honour to be, sir, culture, especially those under the signature of 

Your obedient Servant, J.R.M., must have given subject for reflectionto many 

W. R. Brown, beekeepers, and caused them to ask themselves the 

Pegisnrar General: ractical question, “ May not something be gained 
I. Hopkins, Esq., Lower Queen Street, Auckland. eS q eae ee 8 5 ‘ in the way of rendering the result of our labours 
The Committee expressed a hope that some way more certain and more profitable, by a better under- 

could be arranged to get over the difficulty, and standing of theprinciples, anda more careful attention 
after some discussion it was suggested that the to the regulation of hive ventilation?” The credit 
Government should make the. returns of bees and of having started this inquiry belongs entirely to the 
honey in the Agricultural Statistics from the large respected contributor above designated, and to him 
holdings, and leave the Association to deal with will be mainly due the thanks of all beekeepers, not 
the smaller ones. It was thought that the Associa- only in this, but in all quarters of the globe, for any 

tion would be able, with the help of those interested practical benefits or increase of real knowledge of 
in the progress of beekeeping, to get fairly correct the subject which may arise from the discussion, 
returns from those not visited by the Government and from the experimental investigation which he 
enumerator, and the Secretary was instrneted to has suggested. We must all be glad to learn that
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he has now, fortunately, both leisure and oppor- measure the actual discharge of water through 
tunity to carry out those experiments under the most _ channels and apertures of various forms, through the 
favourable circumstances ; we shall all, no doubt, openings of bridges, etc., and in that way to 
await with great interest his report of the results, become practically acquainted with the difficulties 
and we may then, with advantage, return to the of arriving at correct results owing to various 
consideration of the principles involved. In the causes—such as the differences in the velocity of 
meantime I shall here only refer to a few points running water in different portions of any given 
which have been raised since I last took part in the section of channel or aperture, the disturbances 
discussion, and not because I have any desire to caused by chance obstructions, by eddies, deflected 
prolong a controversy upon theories and matters of course of the current, etc., and consequently to be 
minor importance in which I am not quite agreed convinced of the caution necessary in applying 
with J.R.M., but because I feel myself ina manner mathematical formule to calculations in individual 
bound to do so, in consequence of the very obliging cases; also, in later years, in the management of 
terms in which he noticed and replied tomy former extensive collieries, where the ventilation of the 
remarks, and has invited a further expression of workings have to be measured and controlled with 
opinion. great care, I have had opportunity to make use of 

The chief thing to which I originally took excep: the anemometer or wind-gauge referred to at page 
tion, was the assumption that a high wind, even if 38 of this volume, and to learn the difficulties of 
blowing straight in front of an ordinary hive, must measuring the true volume of air travelling through 

sénd a current, the size of the bottom opening, amy given aperture or passage way. ‘lhe ane- 
through the hive in such a way as to change the mometer tells, with great approximation to truth, 
whole body of air in the interior, say once every the velocity of the air at the spot where it is held 
minute, replacing it with air of the same tempera- suspended ; but if the speed so ascertained, say in 

ture as that outside the hive. I must confess the very centre of the opening, were simply multi- 
myself still unconvinced on this point by anything flied by the number of square feet in the whole 
which has been urged in reply. At page 25 of this section, the result would be far from an accurate 
second volume, reference is made to the action of representation of the actual voluxe of air passing 
the steam injector, the hydraulic ram, and the through. The instrument referred to could not 

hydraulic press; but I cannot admit the applica- possibly be applied to measure the velocity of air 
bility of those illustrations. The first instance is one passing through the small openings at bottom and 
in which confined steam at high pressure comes at top of a hive; and I am not aware of any 
into operation, and the two others depend upon the ‘nstrument which could be used to measure the 

| hydrostatic pressure of water at rest in confined guantity of air passel in a given time through such 

| pipes. They therefore appear to me to offer no openings, as, for instance, a gasometer does in the 

|} analogy to the action of unconfined air in free case of gas supplied at any given point. A simple 
motion. I still believe it would be very difficult to pressure gauge, such as that described at page!37, 
determine what quantity of air would pass through might, no doubt, be used with advantage to ascertain 
any given opening, even in a simple board exposed the increase of pressure, if any, exerted on the inside 

directly to winds of different velocities. The ofa hive cover by any change in the direction or force 
quantity would certainly vary greatly in openings of the wind outside of the hive front. If it should be 

of equal area, but of different shapes ; it would be found (which I must still doubt) that there is any 
less in proportion with higher velocities, because the danger of the hive cover being displaced or blown 
disturbance caused by the air compressed against off by such a cause, it would not be difficult to devise 
the flat surface, deflected across the opening, and Simpie sort of hook-and-eye arrangement by which 
thereby obstructing the free passages through it, the covers could be fastened down to the back and 

| must increase with the velocity. The difficulty is front of the hive. I must confess, however, that Iam 
| still greater in the case of an opening into a confined so opposed to anything which involves an extra 

chamber filled with heated air. Besides, as W.F. appendage to the hive, and which must add, in some 
justly remarks (at page 77 of this volume), the degree, to its cost, and interfere, however little, with 

velocity of the wind within some six inches of the the ease and simplicity of manipulation, that I would 
ground, where the entrance to an ordinary hive is not be disposed to adopt any such expedient, except 
generally placed, must always be much lessthan ata upon strongly proven grounds of utility. I have 
higher level, owing to surface friction; anditmay,] indeed, on more than one occasion, experienced 
think, also be assumed, that any strong current of air such an occurrence as that the cover of the Lang- 
impinging on the slanting alighting-board usually stroth hive has been displaced, and even blown 
attached in front of the Langstroth hive, must be off altogether, by a strong wind, or one of those little 
deflected upwards so as to pass over the bottom Whirlwind eddies which are not uncommon in this 
opening and to strike the front of the hive adove it, climate, acting upon the projecting eaves of the roof ; 
In no case, as I conceive, would an arithmetical butsuch cases are so rare in a fairly sheltered apiary, 

. calculation, grounded upon the area of the opening and the result generally so little harmful, when the 
and the velocity of the wind, give a correct solution of Cover is readjusted within a reasonable time, that 
the question, and what deductions should be made 1 should never think, on that account, of applying 
for the disturbing causes cannot well be determined fasteners to the roofs. 
except by experiment and observation in each case. Mr. W. C. Brown, at page 27 of the fournal, 

I may mention that, many years ago, as a civil draws attention to the fact that bees, if left to 
engineer engaged in works of drainage and naviga- _ themselves, are disposed to stopall upward ventilation 
tion, I had frequent occasion beth to calculate and to by closing the apertures at the top of the hive with
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propolis, and he argues from this factthat the natural. ae : »1 » JOTTINGS: ha ’ 
course is to leave them to effect their own, ventilation Ba: 
downwards, and by the aid of fanning. We should, Heed ikaw epasne thine 3 
I think,be very slow to reject any argument furnished: T Waseeiad do cde thie ib = if EK Y { 
upon accurate observation of the natural.instinctive | 4:3) ee Ht a We mo dies Manon endall’s 
action of the bees; and it would seem too, that the pene on “ How it Works.” These are the sort of : 
practice in America, where they are obliged to keep ae les ee ought to stir up our beekeepers to 

their hiyes in cellars,during the winter, is rather ‘T°°) ©Dersy. Had it et been tor the Journal we 
in favour of stopping all upward ventilation under should never have started the Association, and had 

such circumstances.: ,,But this.may. be all right in it not been for the Association we should Borer 
the case of a single story hive, and especially with have taken steps towards “ doing something” for 

a reduced stock of bees when made up for the winter, the eradication of foul brood ; and if we can only | 
and it may be, and I believe must be, all wrong make the proposed Convention a success, it will be 

during the working season, when we, in our artificial the crowning point of our labours towards placing | 
mode-of management, add story upon story to the apiculture in New Zealand on.a firm basis. We 
hive at our discretion, Mr. Brownalsoalludestothe Want the Journal to go ahead and the Association 

fact that carbonic acid gas, which is what.we want to also, but to do this we wantmore co-operation, more | 
get rid of,,is heavier than atmospheric air, and hearty support, and less apathy amongst beekeepers : 
concludes that it may therefore be better carried im general, All honour to those few indefatigable 4 
off by a downward ventilation. It is true that pure members who are doing their best for the cause, 

carbonic.acid gas is heavier than air, and where there @nd no one wishes to see the convention “ boom ” 
is avery. defective yentilation, or none at all, it will better than I do, so, beekeepers, if you want to 

settle down.in the bottom of the space where it may _ learn a few wrinkles, attend the convention if you | 
be generated, just.as water will lie in the bottom of a can possibly | taanage it, and in the mean time 
vessel under oil; but in that state it is a deadly ‘‘take notes” for future reference both for your 
poison, and it is thus that such destruction of life own good and for the good of beekeeping in general. 
is often caused by, the ‘after-damp,” or ‘‘choke- Remember we can always learn something new 
damp,’’ as itis called by miners, accumulating in the every day. 
lower portions of the passages and workings in T note J. A, Moreland’s results anent foul brood, 
a colliery after an explosion of gas, and when the but I would ask him, does he find the combs which 
course of the ventilation is stopped. But thecatbonic haye been subjected to the brine treatment as 
acid gas given off by the begs in homogopathic —_s¢vong as those which have not! If I mistake not 
quantities mixes, as generated, with the surround- (Iam open to correction) I think he mentioned 
ing air, and, according to Mr. Cheshire, must not some time ago that after the combs had been im- 
be.allowed to mix in a greater proportion than five mersed in the brine solution, that the small web 
per cent. without injury to the bees. In that pro- which the nymph spins previous to attaining its 
portion it, will not make the heated air as heavy pupe stage, comes clean away from the comb, 
as the outer and cooler atmosphere, and therefore Should this occur of course the germs come away 

* can scarcely check the upward ventilation, .if any with it, which is the result one wishes for ; but, on, 
such be established in the hive. If it were left to the other hand,. it is in the strength of the old 
poison the interior air until it became so heavy as brood combs that the yalue lies for extracting 
to fallto the bottom, it would of course be destructive purposes. If the web is detached, the, comb is 
to the bees,.and they prevent this, when left to them- weakened and is to all purposes useless for extract- 
selves, by fanning, so as to cause a downward current ing from, that is to say, if the honey is thick like it 
to. the entranc> opening. We ourselves give off was last year. Does the immersion in brine. make 
carbonic acid gas with each expiration, and a smoker the combs britle? Still, Mr Moreland has clearly 
does so with each puff of smoke ; but itis so mixed shown that brine is a, useful germicide. for foul 
with heated air and vapour, that both our breathand rood. 

.the tobacco smoke ascend rapidly in the open air, as With regard to the corosive sublimate, I note 
is so apparent. wen we breathe in cold weather,and the Editor's reply. I have used it for the last 

at all times when we smoke. eighteen months and so far have never experienced 

© Whatever difference of views may exist upon such @DY ill effects arising from its use. The proportion 
points as those alluded to above, there can'be but one used is of such an infinitesimal quantity, and that, 
opiniort as to the great value of carefully made ex- 409, spread. over ten or twelve superficial feet of 
periments such as are now intended to be carried out, comb, would do no harm either:to the brood, bees, 
especially those relating to the interior temperature 0” human beings. It might, if the dose were 
of hives under different’ conditions of outward vepeated often over the same space, but in my ex- 
temperature, action of winds, etc.; and with the perience 1 have found that one thorough spraying 

varying state of the stock of bees, as to strength, has been sufficient to cheek the evil.» ‘a 
tendency to swarm, breeding, comb building, and I note W. F.’s query, ‘ How long will combs and 
Storage of honey. These are points upon which hives deseased with foul brood remain infectious ” 

we have actually very little reliable information at From what I have seen of it (and I speak feelingly) 

present, and every well attested and clearly noted a year’s exposure to sun, wind, and rain. will not 

experiment which adds to our knowledge in this obliterate the germs. I am now experimenting 
respect, will assist in furnishing data for a just With an old coffin ” which has: had a two years’ 

appreciation of the principles upon which the airing and in which T have put a swarm to see 
yentilation of hives ought to be regulated. . whether it will develop foul brood, The result. will
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be duly chronicled. But the answer to this query tion TI did anticipate a grand show; possibly 

should be: ‘Wuen tne Foun Broop Brot is something better may have arrived since I took a 

passe, Foul Brood in a neighbours’ hives will run round. — IT will have another look and report: 

NOT Be mrecrious arrer TWO WEEKS. T am pleased to observe that Mr. Cusack, of 

| Re the convention, if it does not eventuate the ae Secretary Bite Beekeepers) Asie 
Pace al moc ie wan the aR Ia oe es inden ee 

allie: y : alee atters, and to note progress. I hope this will be 
for it will be seen inthe report of its proceedings a L. ee 

that the committee have already done a great deal ees ae E 

towards inducing beekeepers to attend.—Ep | ae ee i Oe Sele 
i at Editor, upon the British Beekeepers’ Association. 

a : I, perhaps, may look upon the matter from a 
VICTORIAN EXPERI=NCES. different standpoint. The British Bee Journal 

a EAE SR was not intended so much to aid professional 

By Cuartes Futnwoop. beekeepers who make this their sole business, 

Pit encanloniaetbethoracthanmivasti thet ease clacte O° to assist amateurs, and those who adopted bee- 

season. Farmers are complaining that there has eas, a y Aes: of assistance, Cs oS poe 
not been sufficient rain ; last year there, was’ too CUPAtES, ete. Wiose Income WaS ane Is meagre 
much rain to suit beekeepers, and everything, was Ory ntsc Pegs LS eee va one 
backward, This year the bees have been able to PEOSTeSS of time, and we may expect that those 

work many more days during fruit blossoms, hence wile make Ne busmess yl pee Tor boos any, 
swarming has been earlier, and stocks generally oa Pag ak at pettifogging way Tee 

are more vigorous, and apparently less foul-brood ears yom Re a oe Gee 
z ea ase 2 : 8 
ee ee: ERat ewdiseate. ani Lancia income and enhance their pleasure rather com- 

continual source of trouble to us. We may master vee wnadahieal ayighe len 
it fora season when eyerything favours, vigorous 9 whom oe ee e net noe a ee ne 
work, but with bad seasons. will re-appear disease ae if not to such ana as W coer of 
and destruction, more especially where we have the England, an ex-cleryyman, and  Langstr oth, i of 

careless box system in operation around us with the Es angular, of the same Ess 2 aed Ae 
thieving black bees carrying infection to all apiaries ay aes wsincoatel sige tt aelene 
within their reach. ee ie a eae : 

I have had several new experiences since coming mao on eg anced te OO ae oe May 
to Victoria not at all favourable to the pursuits of MOT’ meat ibe Bed py hombave JOC ee 
the beekeeper. I had a singular case of disease in Bere o ny fascinating arses Ehisepapentis 
one of my stocks during this past winter. Ap- gesting: too lolng,<s0 1 cutjatishort justohere 
parently healthy full-bodied. young (weil, not old Melbourne, November, 1888. 
worker) bees would come out-and lie about the [We take it, friend Fullwood, that the Britesh 
entrance and die by the score, until the stock was Bee Jowrnal is as much a commercial speculation 
reduced to-a most miserable minority as any bee journal now in. circulation, and that it 

The queen is a young fine-looking queen, but has chosen the course it now pursues as the one 
crossed, as all my young queens are. I carefully that pays best That it has done a deal of good 
examined the dying and dead workers, but failed we have already admitted, but that it is now doing 
to discover any cause of death. Lhe honey they harm to the honey trade of Great Britain, by 

- had was good, so far as I could judge. The box encouraging all and sundry who have but a 
was kept dry, ete, Still they died. Since spring “meagre” income to keep bees, we are fully con 
was ushered in I have built them up from other yinced. We have only to turn up the back 
stocks with sealed brood, and now they are lively volumes of the British Bee Journal tov the past 
and strong, and doing well. iew years and we can find any number of letters 

Thave been, unfortunately, prevented by pres- from disappointed beekeepers, from men who were 
sure of engagements and domestic bereavement, tempted to start by the glowing accounts of the 
from making experiments, or attending beekeepers’ profits to be made out of the business by those who 
ineetings to acquire information. I am quite have conducted the journal. They found, how- 
convinced that to make beekeeping a success in ever, after their trouble and outlay in setting up 
Victoria, it will require great care, watchfulness, an apiary and raising their first crop of honey, that 
and study. they either had to eat it all themselves, or part 
* Besides the fact that diseases are common and with it for next to nothing, hence their disgust. 
destructive, the beekeeper who tries to make a We contend that the British Bee Journal has been 
living by his honey has the most unscrupulous dis- at the wrong end of things ; for while encouraging 
honesty of professional honey-makers to combat, in every possible way increased production, with all 
who trade upon the stupid prejudices of the people its influence it has done little or nothing to in- 
by supplying the market with a syrup that does crease the demand for honey. It never even 

not become sugary, and that. in the names of quotes the price of the article. Some four years 
“Pure Garden Honey,” ‘Pure Orange Blossom ago we asked the editor to quote the price of 
Honey,’ etc. Precious little honey in it ! honey. periodically, but our request was ignored. 

_ Iwas rather disappointed with the display of Beekeepers certainly, in the present state of their 
honey implements, etc., at the Melbourne Exhibi- affairs, cannot afford to be so generous as to wish 

a
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others, because they are no better off than them- interesting article in the American Bee Fournal on 
selves, to come into competition with them. As the pollination and perforation of flowers, writing 
well might we say we must all turn parsons and on the above subject, says :— 

pais to help out the OAS TONG aS from our “In the summer of 1883, in the vincity of La Crosse, 
apiaries. The result of the policy of the British  Wis., I noticed large numbers of honey bees on the flowers 
Bee Journal is, that those who have spent years of red clover, and wondered whether they made perforation 
and invested their all in-establishing themselves in Caer eps ee inne eases ey ae 
the beekeeping business, find their living gradually HitaaelE perforations mince ey some other insect. Among 
but surely slipping away from them in spite of beekeepers there is a notion that the Italian bee is able to 
themselves, and it will be a very strange thing get nectar from red clover. I doubt whether this is true, for 
indeed if these people don’t soon turn round upon in See See oe a eee 

their mepresen tate (?) journal and compel it to made by ae aan insect, It eee ger that the 
run on different lines.—Ep. | amount of nectar secreted by a plant varies according to season 

and locality. There are periods, as I have had occasion to 
observe, when hive bees cannot collect enough to supply their 

BEE GOSSIP. young, and they then freely use the perforations made by 
ye Bombus and other insects, but when there is an abundance of 

nectar they will pass over fields of red clover, and when 
By O. Poote. Monarda punctata isin flower and has a good supply of 

Water ror Bres.—During dry weather, a spell of nectar, they will pass over fields of white clover and fly some 

which may be shortly expected, bees frequently  ‘Tstance to fields of wild bergamot. 
suffer from want of water ; in fact it is surprising the The above, Mr. Editor, I think goes some way in 
quantity they use when it is to be got both for proof of my contention that the introduction of the 
brood and comb building, and the lack of it must humble bees will prove a real acquisition to apiarists, 
prove a great inconvenience to them; therefore a as by their aid many flowers now inaccessible to the 
plentiful and never failing supply should be found hive bees will be opened up by them and the 
in every apiary. A good means of supply isto allow precious nectar made available to all; it also 
it to drip from a cask ona piece of rough sacking proves, I think, that no dependence can be placed 
placed over an earthenware pan or ‘large flower upon the Italian bee for the successful fertilization 
saucer which should be placed in some shady spot _ of the red clover. 
in the apiary. The sacking prevents the drowning of * * * * * 
the bees, and a handful of salt occasionally thrown Tur Qurenstanp BEEKEEPERS’ Assocration.— 

into the cask will be greatly appreciated. I notice with much pleasure the progress made by 
a e ii 4 this plucky association, the members of which seem 

BAcKWARDNESS OF THE SEAson.—I believe the to be going to work in real earnest, and have 
present to be one of the most backward seasons latterly been employed in framing and getting out 
experienced in the Auckland neighbourhood for anew set of rules; they are also endeavouring to 
some years. Cold and heavy rains with rough bring honey under the ‘“Adulteration of Foods 
winds have prevailed for some time past, and in Act” which it appears will cost some £25 to 
most cases the bees have been scarcely able to accomplish. I trust that beekeepers in all parts of 
gather enough food for their daily requirements; Queensland will come forward with subscriptions 
consequently supers have been neglected, much to for this object, as it is most necessary that this 
the disgust of many amateur beekeepers who, pernicious practice should be put a stop to as soon 
disheartened at their first failure, are talking of as possible. They are also about to issue a pam- 
giving up the whole business. 2eople however who _ phlet on honey as food and medicine, that issued by 
never look at a bee book nor take ina bee journal, the New Zealand Beekeepers’ Association not 
but expect the bees to look after themselves, cannot proving suitable for Queensland, as it has no 
expect to succeed. Last year bees kept in the mention of the medicinal properties of the 
suburbs of Auckland did nothing until Christmas, Eucalyptus honey. I notice also that Mr. Lambert, 
when they gave a fair harvest of honey from the M.L.A., has helped the beekeeping industry very 
blossom of the pohutukawa. much ky securing, along with Mr. Allen, M.L.A., a 

* * * * 3d. duty on imported honey, also tos. per cent. on 
Eary Siaucurer or Dronxs.—Looking over an glucose instead of the 5s. proposed. Well done, 

apiary at Ellerslie on November 12, I was sur- Queensland, I wish you every success. 
prised to find that the slaughter of the drones was = = be ce 
rapidly being proceeded with ; there were plenty of Spurious Honey to Test.—The following recipe 
bees in the hives but the stores were very short and _ for testing spurious honey was lately communicated 
no honey coming in, and the bees had evidently to the Victorian Beekeepers’ Association by Mr. 
made up their minds to have no useless members Field, chemist. I have not given it a trial, but it 
of the community in the hive. I noticed that the looks so simple that it seems really worth while to 
white clover in the paddocks adjoining was just do so. 
coming into flower, so that with the fine weather we * Add a little pure alcohol to honey or its imitation dis- 
have been having these past few days should soon solved in an equal volume of water, “This solution, when 
put things all right. shaken up with alcohol, remains nearly clear and limpid in 

the case of honey, but in the case of imitation it at once 
i a 2 x becomes opaque like dirty milk, due to the deposition of 

Tvatian Bers anp Rep Crover.—Mr, L. H,  dextrine from starch sugar.’ 
Pammel, of the Shaw School of Botany, in an Four Broop.—-Mr. W. M'Lain, in a report of
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some experiments in apiculture to the American have the impertinence to write to the daily papers 
Commissioner of Agriculture, gives the following and denounce the “ Foul-Brood Bill,” and its 
remedy, which he says he has found to beaspecific, _ promoters as ‘“‘ Jacks in office.” For my part I 
and by the use of whica he has cured hundreds of fail to see why a man, who perhaps has spent 
cases, many of which seemed hopelessly incurable. hundreds of pounds in establishing a large apiary, 

“In three pints of warm soft water dissolve one pint of should be ruined through the ignorance of one who 
dairy salt. Add one pint of water boiling hot, in which have jg too indolent to take proper care of his bees. If 
been dissolved four tablespounfuls of bi-carbonate of soda. taken in time, with due care and proper precautions, 
Dissolve quarter of an ounce of pure salicylic acid (the ve is Have Aamaly ‘I: Goad. 
crystal) in one ounce of alcohol. Add this to the salt and je disease May be comparatively cash So craGicared: 5 
soda mixture, then raise the temperature near to the boiling and persons who will not take this trouble should 
point, and stir thorcughly while adding honey or syrup not keep bees at all. They are as useless to them- 

Se ce cl uamn ees ort, cs eriher ined anagem aaa 
feces when it is ready for use. An earthed vessel is best. to their immediate neighbours but to the bee- 
[have tried other acids and alkalies in other forms but the keeping fraternity at large. 
remedy prepared as directed and applied warm is that which 
I prefer.” Ay é * z= 

* * * * Ripping Wax or Bacit11.—In reply to a query 
Treatment or Baccuvs Atver—Upon re- inthe Canadiau Bee Fournal, whether wax rendered 

moving the cover (mat) from the hive, thoroughly by the solar extractor would contain the germs of 

dampen the tops of the frames and as many bees foul-brood, or whether it should be melted in a 

as are exposed by blowing a copious spray of the vessel of boiling water and kept at that temperature 

mixture from a large atomiser. Beginning with the for half an hour to destroy the germs, Messrs. 

outside, lift a fram: from the hive and throw a J. Heddon, H. D. Cutting, A. B. Mason, 
copious spray over the adhering bees on both sides Enrigh, Professor Cook, A. Pringle, Dr. Miller, 
of the comb, shake off part of the bees into the hive J. E. Pond, and G. W. Demartee are all of opinion 
and spray those remaining ; then shake and brush that the wax should be well boiled. The <ditor 

these into the hive, then blow a copious spray of the Says: ‘‘ We are of opinion that the heat of the sun 
mixture over and into the cells on both sides of the Would not be sufficient to destroy the spores. It 
combs sufficient to preceptively dampen both comb ‘takes a temperature at boiling point for some 
and frame. In like manner treat all the frames minutes to destroy the germs. The heat at which 
seriatim, returning them to the hivein order, From Wax is kept for ‘sheeting in foundation making is, 
combs containing very much pollen the honey We think, sufficient to destroy all germs, and if the 

should be extracted and the combs melted into wax is used for foundations no danger may be 
wax.” apprehended.” 

* * * * * g le as as 

Mr. M’Lain states that the bees and combs should Ay Automatic Uncapprr.—The American bee 

be thoroughly sprayed with the remedy until cured, paper (*/eanings, for September, contains an 
three treatments after the first being generally  jllustration and description of a machine for un- 
sufficient, also that the bees should be fed with capping both sides of a comb at once, taken from 

medicated syrup or honey while they are convales- Gravenhorst’s Bienen Zeitung, and is said to be the 
cing. The honey or syrup should be fed warm, inyention of Mr. Peter Wagner, of Krentz-Statten, 
two ounces of the remedy to each quart of food. Germany. It is almost impossible, without the aid 
To prevent the bees from going abroad for supplies of an engraving, to give a lucid description of the 
he makes a thin paste of rye flour and bone flour, machine; but the idea is to pass the combs to be 
three parts of the former to one of the latter, adding uncapped between. rapidly ‘revolving rollers, which 
the medicated honey or syrup. Spread this overa can be adjusted to a greater or lesser distance 
small area of old comb or feed in dishes on top of apart, according to the thickness of the comb. The 
the hive. The bone flour is prepared by burning dry —_torn-off bits of cappings and honey are thrown into 
bone to a white ash and grinding the softest and receiving box placed below. ‘The machine un- 
white parts ina mortar, and sifting through a fine caps one side as well as both sides of thick combs, 
sieve made of fine air cloth. as the rollers have only to be put further apart. So 

* * * * rapidly do the rollers revolve that they are said to 
Dancer 1n Exrosine Suspectep Comss.—Speak- make a perfectly clean cut, and leave the combs as 

ing of foul-brood I would again warn my readers perfect as if they had been operated upon with a 
of the danger attending the keeping of old combs _ knife, at the same-time the operation is much more 
about, especially those from suspected colonies. quickly performed. 
Tt was only a few weeks ago I was asked to examine ¥ * ie cs 
an apiary afew miles north of Auckland, which ‘ 
had got into a queer condition, several colonies Mr. Root, the Editor of Gleanings, a well-known 

having died out or deserted their hives although and practical apiarist, speaking of the invention, 

they still contained stores. In one corner of the SAYS :— 
garden I found a large pan containing the combs ‘* We illustrate the machine more because it represents an 
and honey from one of these hives for the purpose idea than because we think it will be anything that will 
of being cleaned out by the other bees, absolutely come into practical use. We believe that uncapping can be 

rotten with foul-brood, enough to contaminate every one nth manner dese but aes taking nf acount e is ( : e : 

hive and spread death, ruin, and destruction for could be done Pith it fed with a keen-edged Diovan 
miles around, and yet Professor and Mrs. Aldis warmed un-capping knife.”
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New Exrracror.—The same periodical also SSB EELOGICAL "NOTES. 2° i 
gives an illustration of an extractor, the invention of eae 
Mr. Buhne-Lauhan, of Germany, for extracting By G. A. Green. : : 

honey from both sides of a comb without reversing. “ Can honey become a staple commodity?” I have 
Speaking of this Mr. Root says :— read with much interest Mr T. J. Mulvany’s able 
ia ee oe tcne ae if oD be si oe for article on the above subject, and I consider he has 

us Americans to develop. ou will observe 3 2 y y j 

are put in the eee (extractor basket) ia = eal Hilly pad cauhe Pane SORg0u! pednty Neutane position, and in that position the honey is whirled out from . MOPC requires to be said than has been said by Mr | 
both sides simultaneously. ‘The centrifugal force, as the Mulvany, to demonstrate that honey | can— 

conibs revolve in a horizontal position, throws the honey in and no doubt before long will—become a staple 
that side of the cell nearest to the sides of the tub, atthe article of commerce. All beekeepers have to do | same time flinging away the honey from that side of the cell . . . ole, 
nearest to the centre of revolution. The honey is thus forced Dey la toiraise and send along to friend Hopkins up the perpendicular side of the cell, When it reaches the -@epot the requisite amount of honey required to 
top edge it flies off striking the side of the tub. To prove that supply the market with a staple, where it will be 
honey could be thrown out in this way, we took some tinned, labelled, packed, and sold cheaper than you sections—sections of thickly capped honey—uncapped them can do it. | 
and placed them down in the basket of the extractor ~~ . i 
horizontally. The honey was thrown out at both sides at i ‘a ee ss 

ones Fs gleapias could be ie ae ee oeginayy, extractor, And who are the beekeepers who are to raise q 
% Page cn Uae uGe BIB der Moron. this honey? Seven years ago James Heddon 

Mr. Cowan, editor of the British Bee Fournal, asked : J 
exhibited a somewhat similar machine in England hae : “ 
in 1874; and he reports that it worked admirably, eee eo aap ae eat aed By oe 
and both sides were extracted at the same time, Steen hence eee by he det le ae Ss ae 
but that it was only safe to extract from old combs. wanted by us. I reply specialists. And what do we 

* * * x mean by ‘specialists?’ TI mean the one who makes the 
Dissotution or Partnersuip.—No doubt the ee Se ree ofhiemind. . . . The 

readers of this number of the Fournal will be erie ete ee ee sshegidaaienan hove oe | 
notified by the Editor of the dissolution of partner- business ‘and who now wish they never had, than from 
ship hitherto existing between himself and Messrs. all other causes combined. This class will soon become a 
Hayr and Co. From a circular issued I learn that Seay emer Bes Geld as me a the market, if 
Mr. Hopkins has bought the interest and stock-in- naintain prices and create démand by grading our honey 
trade of the late firm, and that he intends to carry and retailing only the best quality, leaving the ‘off’ 
on the business himself in future, and craves a grades to go into manufacturing purposes and tell at 
continuance of the patronage accorded to the firm, Whelesale. Let us make the growth of our home demand 

Now, I am sure from what I know of Mr. Hopkins eapspecla pide syaeae uke out honey. be honest ang: 
that he has conscientiously done his duty to those success, will we not get it, think you?” ps Me Shc ae 
who have dealt with him in the past, and therefore his - =f i Fcc 
old patrons will be certain to give him all the & 
ue they can in his new venture. I hope he , Hebeihr Heddon les Sateen Keyniony, 

will not think I am flattering him in what I am NaN doubt Ulan specialists Rand Susi about to say, because I have no intention of doing ists alone, must raise the great bulk of the honey 
so. But having had the pleasure of a personal that is put on the market in the future, if honey is 

acquaintance with him almost since the day I landed *° become a staple commodity. Here in Auckland 
in New Zealand, I can with truth say that a more We have sutfered more in years gone by from petti- 
practicable and able beekeeper, or one more devoted fogging and bungling beekeepers (save’ the mark ‘) 
to the futherance of the beekeeping industry, it has than from all other causes combined. They have 7 
never been my lot to fall across. Notwithstanding done immense injury to the market by the amount 

that it is to his interest as an apiarian supply dealer 0f slovenly put up honey they have placed in the 
that there should be a constant accession to the ®Uction rooms to be sold for what it would fetch, 
beekeeping ranks, we know full well that he is generally a very low figure, but quite as much as | 
using his influence on every possible occasion tot was worth. This caused a premature fall in 
prevent this in the interest of those already in the Prices, and now they cry out that raising honey 
business. No man could do more than our worthy will not pay. : The sooner this class of bee-owners 
Editor is doing to place our industry on a firm leave the business the better for themselves and 

footing, or to make honey a staple commodity. Let the specialists whose trade they are now unknow- 
us then do what we can for him, and wish him ingly doing their best to destroy. I believe many 
every success in his undertaking. of an tea a oe a, ee 

with the business and left it, and there is, therefore, 
A LIBERAL OFFER. every prospect of success being achieved by us if 

AS we have a number of spare copies of each issue ofthe we are but “honest and candid” and conduct our 
Journal (with the exception of the first, which is now out of  jyysiness'on thoroughly sound commercial principles. 
print), we will send post free to any address in Australasia the : eh ee fanere Gene 
eleven numbers of Vol. I. for 4s. This is a good chance for We Tey. yet BeouOUE _product ONCE J 
new subscribers to get the Journal from the start, established in its ancient place as an ‘everyday’ 

There are also.a few copies of Vol I. of the New Zealand necessity of life, and chief among  health-giving 
and Australian Bee Journal; cloth bound, still on hand, sweets: yoo f TSIO* 
which willbe sent post free in» New Zealand for 3s., or out) % baa tee iia fs ebis Syin 
of New Zealand for.3s. 6d. i : i 3 ‘ hoki cas ere 

e I. HOPKINS. & CO. TE owr N.Z:B.K.A: is to ‘work forthe ‘best’
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| interests of beekeeping as a practical industry with, time to hatch out there came on an unusually cold , 
| the object of making: honey a staple, it must work spell for the time of the year, and the result was 
| in the-direction of developing the’ business asa the loss of about fifteen out of the twenty-five 
] specialty. I am glad to see that they are going queen-cells by reason of being chilled during the 

ahead on these lines at present, and the true object: cold night. The weather continued cool for some 
of.a practical go-ahead beekeepers’ association must days and there was delay in getting other cells 

never be lost sight of, or our Association may drift ready, » and this delay, t brought on an- abnormal 
into the mistake made by many similar associations condition in the nuclei, by reason of the presence 
in other countries of wasting their energy and 4 too many old and indifferent bees. The sequel 
doing more harm than good to the business by WS many of, these nuclei were an entire failure. 
defusing broadcast the knowledge of modern bee- They ‘balled’ every young queen given them— 
culture among all classes, whose cupidity was always at mating time, and this, notinttendng 

raised by accounts of the large sums of money to they were supplied from time to Ee wit ae 
be made froni'a few hives of ‘bees’ I myself have 18 brood with a view, to restore the nuclei to 

: : . normal condition. Here I got my first clue seenrit stated that 200 to 300 per cent. may be ae eee eer f 
looked for from’ the first year’s operations on the | C7eCHNS 10 The Teal cause oF re, 108s Ob young 

ee hil ie ted . (ueens at mating time. ‘The cause is the presence 
original outlay. But while Pine Tt JOM e of old, cranky, jealous bees, not necessarily laying 
with our assopinton like I. lopkins, fi ke é oe workers, for in the cases I have. mentioned and-in 
pany On Lonlej Wack sNeale, 1G. Te: et, e, ane divers others since then, under careful observation, 
last, but by no means least, our respected President, |, signs of the presence of fertile layers could be 
F. Lawry, Esq.,M-H.R., we maydepend upon it that . g;.-overed. 
the interests of our bona fide beekeeping specialists Te hava. nonccd that dndesthose. con dinone tie 

will be well looked aoe ie i young queens are never disturbed till they attempt 
me hn : to seek a mate, and then the persistent spiteful 

T have to record the hiving of an earlier swarm | < balling’ commences, and nine times out of ten 
than yours of September Sop Aaiwastnmved-nt Longs: roeuita in dhe cuin or. actual death of tae young 
Bay, about ten miles north of Auckland, on August queen. By means of smoke and a close watch 

21. The swarm came out of a two story Lang over such abnormal nuclei I have saved the lives 
stroth hive on which the sections were left all last of many young queens, but such rescued queens 
winter. This swarm was hived in a two story are hardly worth the time and labour bestowed 
Langstroth hive and by October 31 they had — on them, as they are generally maimed and cowed 
finished the 56 one-pound sections. The gentleman by the severe ordeal through which they have 
owning this hive runs a large apiary for comb passed. ‘The remedy is to give hatching brood to 
honey; and he always leaves the top stories on all the nucleus, and when the young queen is three 
winter,.as he finds the bees come out in, better days old, or thereabouts, moye the nucleus hive 
condition for it. How does this square with to a new location in the apiary. ‘This will draw 
general theory, friend Hopkins? : off the old bees, as they will go back to the old 

Dairy Flat, November 6. : stand, and the young queen will be left to mate 
EVV tr MM Ma oileavine wittha:top Dac os was and enter upon her life’s labours under the care of 

rE re Teed aj 8 P ie © young friendly bees..—G. W. Demaree in American 
winter we have for many years practised the ART epase 
method with strony colonies, and in’ reply to a at Ob 
query at the annual meeting of the first N.Z.B.K.A. TOV tie Gime 7S 
held in 1884, we recommended the plan. At Mata- FUMIGATION WITH SULPHUR. 
mata the boxes were always left on till near the pate 
end of July, when we took them off in order to Prrnaps itis not generally known that after worms 
make the hive snug for breeding. We found the have obtained a good foothold, it is very difficult to 
method to answer well. We know it isagainst the kill them with sulphur. 
general practice, but we recommend beekeepers to I have had combs in which the worms have 
try the plan.—Ep.] abounded, from those of small size to those of full 

ppteigacs es vial Ya eretore grown, and after subjecting them to a very dense 
LOSS OF YOUNG QUEENS AT smoke of sulphur fora long time, the ‘fat old chaps’ 

MATING TIME. seemed to be none the worse for their smoking. 
eS Such combs, I think, I would not try to cure with 

Nor a single author of our standard works on ‘bee sulphur. The cheapest and easiest way probably 
culture has ever thrown any light on this subject, to dispose of them is to give them to the bees to 
so far as I have seen. They alltell us that the clean out. 
young queens are lost by entering the wrong hive If it is not at a time when it is warm enough for 
on their return from their wedding flight, or they bees to fly, the worms will not make much headway, 
may be captured by birds, ete. There is hardly a | and as soon as the worms are frozen, that is the 

| shadow of truth in the eauses paraded to this day last of them. If only a few worms are in a comb, 
to account for so many missing young queens at and they are half-grown or larger, it is no very 
mating time. difficult matter to pick them out with a wire nail 

In the early part of May, 1884, I made up But for the worms that are very small—and we 
about twenty-five nuclei as a commencement of never need wait for them to get large—the fumes of 
the queen-rearing season, and gave each of them a burning sulphur are very effective. 
maturing queen-cell; but before the cells had My experience has been almost entirely. in fumi-
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gating comb honey in sections, and for that purpose hibition promises to be a great success, and I learn that 
sulphur may almost be said to be preventive, several beekeepers intend exhibiting honey and bees, ete. 
rather than curative, for the worms should be killed Bere an eebourbeal bpelecopeks tall fey up at this iz : when they are hardly large enough to be seen by The foul brood disease is, I am glad to say, gradually the naked eye. If a section be fumigated within clearing out of this district, and careful beekeepers will 
two weeks after its removal from the bees, and then be able to work along comfortably very soon. I’ am 
two weeks later, I think there need be little anxiety S°!ty the Foul Brood Act was not passed during the abuse the wots last session of parliament, but I hope it will pass next 

zi ; session. 
Having used a good many pounds of sulphur A. H. Parxrnsoy. 

during a number of years, I think I may speak with ‘ 
some authority upon the subject, and I trust that Harmpden Aplary,,.Novemben 0, 71588, 
Mey Pierce Swill take ‘it kindly "when I'say “that 1° sreqe re ce ee 
think he is mistaken on two points; first, as to the CRPEL EUNISHMENT, FOR DES TROYINGOR 
difficulty of regulating the combustion of sulphur, TAT ERE ERING MUTE BEES. 
and second, as to the necessity for burning sulphur _Iw the territory of Lauenburg and Biitow, which was 
in connection with some carbonaceous substance. ceded by Poland to the Elector of Brandenburg \in the With regard wo the later, T may say that 1 never Yt 20, an inmroraed Dy bn wth Pomerania, bg burn anything in connection with sulphur, simply under Be protection of an edict which data font vie! 
lay a lighted match upon the sulphur, and there is. Brandenburg times. ‘This edict contained some very 
no difficulty about the dim, blue blaze continuing severe pnd even ome paniehments. Paregteph 16 states 
as long as a grain of sulphur remains. net, 7; BBY one, wad. wutully. lakes: ibees: belonging) te 

As to the difficulty of regulating, especially when ReO gre oe Hart Bay one nC Shee BOE ena ay 8 8, ESE a be condemned to death on the gallows.’ Bees at that 
a large amount is used, let me give a bit of my _ time were kept in decayed trees in the forests. A still 
experience in a previous year. more severe punishment was exacted in the following 

Thad a lot of sections piled in’a room about parperaphs 17) i Ye rosecrar destroys ve pallre ean 5 y ie of bees, no matter whether they belong to himself or 
ae feet Sel 4 a cones to ae a ee anybody else, shall be handed over to the public execu- 
whole room. 50 ighted five pounds of Suiphur  tioner, who shall take out his entrails and wind them 
early enough in the day so that I thought it would round the tree in which: the bees were wilfully destroyed, 
all burn before night, and kept occasional watch of +d shall afterwards hang him on the same tree.’ Thus 
it through a window. At dark it was burhing Protection was afforded to bees by this paragraph even 

i oh hen first “linhted d © against their own masters. There are other offences 
apparently the same as when first lighted, and at mentioned in this edict that were also punishable by 
bedtime the same. Although I thought it entirely death, minor offences by fines or otherwise,—Translated 
safe, I never feel that I can be too careful about from the ‘ Gartenlaube* xi. 1887. 

five 30, decomeinded to sit Wp mmith unl it expired. | ey eect tie ee a 
I did not get to bed until after one o’clock. 

My method of using was this: The sulphur was BOOKS AND CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 
put in an iron kettle holding about a gallon. A Hooker's Guide to Bucceeerel Beekeeping. By John M. 

k f 7 : 4 ; Hooker, member of the Committee of British Beekeep- common kettle holding three or four gallons was ore enteric. Pabliceeet by: fon’ Eidcklejt ives 
partly filled with ashes, and in this the smaller Langley, Herts. 

kettle containing the sulphur was placed, and over wr have received through the author’s brother—Mr. S. 
all a tin cover that did not fit closely. I suppose Hooker, of Auckland—a copy of the above work, which 
this cover allowed plenty of air to enter to keep up has recently been published. The author's name 
combustion, but made it burn slower than if entirely will be ae deimiliay to vendors ofthe Brite Be Trad) 

aed 4 . wherein it has figured so largely in connection wit! e 
uncovered. ve ae a ee lighted ia progress of English beekeeping. Mr Hooker is no novice 
was laid on the sulphur, and that was all the jn the art, for he was initiated into the business some 45 
attention it received except the watching, and no years ago by his father, who was an advanced apiarist in 4 
doubt it would have burned just the sam> if I had those days, and he was one of the promoters of the British 
been a mile away Beekeepers’ Association, of which he has been a continuous 

"i ne hink th: atallebatice guia scucude member of committee up to the present time. He is also 
© not think that roll brimstone would act just — jqgentified with a number of improvements in apiarian ap- 

the same, but I suspect a part of it mixed with the  pliances, so that it may well be imagined that a treatise 
powdered sulphur might answer. The cost is so on beekeeping by a person of his experience will contain 

little that I have always used it in the powdered valuable hints even to those already well up in the busi- 2 G. Mitlise san Cara diank, nal, Res and such is the case. The work, which is a small 
form.—C. C. Jailler in Canadian Bee Fournal. ono of 62 pages, contains a number of illustrations of 
—_—=—€—“—«—«—c—— Cshives and other appliances, some of which were invented 

~ by the author. It has been written specially to assist 
Correspondence. beginners, and the instructions, which cover the whole 

ee seground of modern beekeeping, are plain, fully up with the 
9 times, and as complete as it is possible to make them in 

NOTES FROMHAWKES Pea, so limited a space. The published ae of the book is 
ee ig ing to f d fi 9d., and we can assure those in need of a useful guide 

i Bee eee eee eee ante andl Hope that the small outlay will prove a profitable investment. 

‘ou will excuse me. 5 > 
: I hived my first swarm of bees on the 11th October, Ce OO ec 
weighing 5b., and up to the end of October I have hived We have to acknowledge receipt of the above, which is 
four more. I have also noticed several stray swarms quite a small book in itself, containing as it does 68 pages, 
flying over, and pasturage’ is pretty plentiful for them, fully illustrated, with all the latest apiarian appliances, 
the white clover being in full bloom now. Several old manufactured and imported by the firm. Messrs Neigh- 
beekeepers have written to me asking for bees, but 1am _ bour and Sons are well-known throughout the world as 

.. unable to let them have them, as I have very few hives one of the leading firms in the above class of goods, and 
“left at present, The Waipawa Industrial and Art Ex- the quality of the latter may be judged by the number of
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first: prizes they have taken at shows in all countries since 

1851 to the present time. The eee will be sent free ODLUM & SMITH 

on application to 149, Regent-street, ondon. 

Association Rules. t 

We have received from Mr Cusack a copy of the 0 ersmiths Gasfitters 

Queensland Beekeepers’ Association Rules. With a few 5; 

very slight modifications the rules are the same as the 

New Zealand Beekeepers’ Association have adopted, and 

they are priated in a very tasteful manner. e have no a 

doubt, with the new rules to work under, the Association HOUSE and SHIP PLUMBERS. 

will accomplish a deal of good to apiculture in Queens- 

land, and we wish the Association every success. 

pea ee eee | TN, ZINC, and IRONGPLATE “WORKERS. 

TELEPHONE No. 370.1 [TELEPHONE* No. 370. are 

WAVERLEY HOTEL ee 
Hi i ‘ted hinery ft ki M) kinds of 

QUEEN STREBT (ansorntna Rariway Sratton) pene OO ee ee eee 
AC ‘ N V/ HONEY and JAM TINS we are prepared to supply thease 

y WwW i 
eee By Ey articles at the LOWEST PRICE w any quantity 

The above Hotel i f the largest in the City of rook FIRS] PRIZE o£ nian | Polifns RE the ay Wea oo ene Oe HORA Le ties ant Took FIRS1 PRIZE at the Exhibition for Honey Tn 

travellers is unsurpassed. 

HOT, COLD, AND SHOWER BATHS. 

eee Terminus and Busses to all parts of the City and NEAR THE DOCK, 

Se OE OWER ABBERT Sipael 
oN. Ge A Bn Bed OU RN ACE.” 

2 e ae 6 i + > + 
‘A few Copies of Vol. I. of the above Journal, bound in AUCKLAND: 

cloth, free by post, 4s.; original price, 8s,—I. HopxKins, P.O. nae os oe ras 7 

Box 886, Auckland, BEES AND HIVES FOR SALE 

N ©) aR if G E ; A RARE CHANCE FOR BEGINNERS. 

Y * S + + ‘ Finding my business prevents me giving the neces: The undermentioned works are not mentioned in our | gttention fp anieg matioreeenn dy acle Se rae piace uo 
new Catalogue, owing to delay in their arrival : — beekeeping. No REASONABLE OFFER REFUSED. 
Cowan's ‘British’ Beekeepers’ Guide Book,’ post free. 2s.4d | ,,, 8 Twostory Langetroth hives with narrow. frames, nearly 

. * . 4 ct , and most o! vired, 

Simmins’ ‘Method of Direct Queen Introduction,’ post free Is 2d oi a two-story ditto fitted with sections, ete., complete, 
2 One-and-a-half story ditto with sections, ete., complete. 

I, HOPKINS & CO. aa 
merrecte ctatiehtsio” 2U Ro Ee a ee 4 COTTAGE HIVES COMPLETE. 

THE All the above hives, which are in first rate order and nearly 
{ ) \ ner coe Breas eat peel thy colon emacs bees, They 
reprp AQ ; B 1A) | T will be securely packed and landed in Auckland. 

3 A B i Re [ Communications to “J.W.R,” care I. Hopkins and Co. AUSTRALASIAN BEE MANUAL | "ésmmunteadens to's : 
AND ee 

COMPLETE GUIDE t MODERN BEE CULTURE TO THE MEMBERS OF THE 

IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE. NEW ZEALAND BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION 

BY :SAAC HOPKINS, AUCKLAND, NZ, AND BEEKEEPERS GENERALLY. 

With which is incorporated “ The New Zealand Bee Manual,” an ae 

ote ff pes bee decided by the Executive Committee of 
7 f - 4 5 the New Zealand Beekeepers’ Association to hold a Bee- THIRD EDITION. FOURTH THOUSAND. keepers’ Convention at Auckland in March next, provided a 

eee eumicieny number of peck eens cu prone to attend to 

Crown 8vo. 350 pages, 143 illustrations. Acknowledged to make the meeting a success. The Committee request all who 
4 . BS will attend to send in their names to the S t f th be the most hale iho 2 on Apiculture Association as early as possible. ecretary o! e 

Price, handsomely bound in cloth, 6s.; edi: 
towign westice 1piede ma |, HOPKINS, 

Published by the Author. Hon. See. and Treas, N.Z.B.K.A. 

Copir ghted in all the Colonies. GPARE LOT OF 2us. SECTIONS FOR SALE, 

eee . CHEAP. 

To be obtained at all Booksellers. Twenty-seven sets (750) 5} x 6} 2lb. Dove-tailed Sections, 
known as the American Prize Sections, in one lot, at. 1s per 

Wholesale Agents: Bagnall Bros., Turua, Thames ; J. Hateh, set. Half above quantity, 1s 2d per set. Usual price, 2s, 
Elizabeth; Street, Melbourne ; G. Robertson & Co. Mel- Packing free.) 
bourne and Adelaide ; J. L, Hood & Co, Hobart, Tasmania I. HOPKINS & CO.
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’ rT : L { 
FIRST EIGHT HOURS ROLLER MILLS 

J. GC. FIRTH, PROPRIETOR. — i AR GRESUER TA 0 
By a combination of mechanical and scientific appliances, Mr, J. C,. FIRTH has produced at his 

Eight Hours! Roller Mills a Pleasant and Wholesome Breakfast Food as Porridge; a : 

= (PATENTED) oa GE R MI | N ae 20 (PATENTED) ‘ 

Easy of Digestion, and remarkable for its Bone and eh. Broac ae, Qualities. Free’ from: the 
heating and flatulent properties incidental to Oatmeal, , ¢ , 

For PUDDINGS it is unsurpassed, if even equalled by RIC, SAGO, or CORNFLOUR. Seal 

Ai This admirable Food for Young and-Old is ncw on the market. 

Ik [Olb BAGS, OF ALL DEALERS. ..- : 

eS eS ee a een tt eel et ee oe 

9 peace canara : a TC. WN 3 <i eascaer J. Go BRICK Balas 
Te) iy BATH STREET, DiUNEDIN. © 

| i / i i ' MANUFACTURER OF 
TG CTE i a a fl ey IMPROVED LANGSTROTH HIVE 
Haga : weir : 

Ai) / a Hh : THE HEDDON REVERSIBLE HIVE 
| ih Hi i : as P ee 

| t ae a SLATTED HONEY BOARDS 
£ geet All in one-piece sections, with two or four bee ways. 

art MMO NH ad 
iNee Se al COMB FOUNDATION, EXTRACTORS, SMOKERS, 
2. ‘Shea! And everything required in an Apiary. ; : 

WANTED, Clean Beeswax, Will give 10d. per Ib. cash, or Is me in trade. Price List Posted Free to all Applicants, | 

Seas ee ae 

a 1 Wee ; F, STEPHENS G-CAMPBEHIAL,|  F ; 
| oot and Shoe Manufacturer — TAILOR, ‘B 
| 

| = 7 
FY ANPEN Q@PpRyp | 6 TWN OPpP Hp 

995 QUEEN STREET, 136, QUEEN STREET 

_ AUCKLAND. | | 

Sa SE 0 SO oa | A ORCS ON We 
x m4 NI (4 

EGGS FOR HATCHING KIDD & WILDMAN | 
From my WYANDOTTES. \ % | 

. p - ) y ‘ 
Including Imported and. First. Prize Birds Booksellers ¢ Fancy Stationers ‘ 
(2 strains), Auckland Poultry Show, 1887. £1 for 

13 eggs. F. STEPHENS, 136 Queen Street, (=a : # 

begs ace aes ENGLISH, AMERICAN, and COLONIAL 4 
B,°XN=DUST! Hovevust PERIODICALS SUPPLIED. | 

JCB. JOH Souris 1 

“Phe undersigned has for sale—60 tons of Ellis’s wellknown | coyyrRy ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO. 

J.C.E. brand of Newcastle Bonedust, in lots to suit purchasers. R ¢ ‘ 

Iron Bark Timber, Spokes, Shafts, etc., in any quantities. y Cm 

M. V. HURLEY, 7, Queen-street. VICTORIA ARCADE. AUCKLAND. i 

"Pas ae HRS FPO eR TAS Si a mes ey aca bn Asn er | 
. i é 2 bap sntes
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